
All Mountain camROCK technology pulls the 
traditional contact point of the tip back about 25% 
creating slight tip rocker to aid the camber under 
foot. 

The result — increased flotation, velocity and 
maneuverability in soft snow as well as signifi-
cantly increased easy of turn initiation in any 
condition. 

Powder camROCK! skis are built to ski powder 
in ways never before thought possible. With 
significant rocker in the tip and tail, these skis 
float effortlessly. By retaining a bit of camber 
under foot, these skis are still exceptionably 
stable and track comfortably in all snow 
conditions. Yes, even on the hard pack! The very 
low, broad, “Blunt Nose” design maximizes on 
edge snow contact while reducing unstable tip 
vibration that is a common in other rockered 
skis. 

An aggressive tip profile makes our Frontside 
camRock skis very easy to initiate and rapidly 
engages the sidecut in the beginning of the turn. 
A reduced sidecut in the tip of the ski allows the 
ski to track straighter and cleaner at the bottom 
of the turn preventing “over steering.” 

The result is a faster ski that travels a shorter, 
cleaner, and more direct line. 

RAPID RACE PROFILE

Recreational camRock skis’ Transfer Zone (TZ) 
combines all mountain rocker with an evolved 
sidecut that maintains its widest point 5 times 
longer than a traditional ski. The result 
is a profile and sidecut that work together to 
give you the benefits of rocker without losing the 
dynamic energy of a traditional cambered ski. 
The TZ in the tip allows for a much more precise 
and efficient edge transfer into the turn signifi-
cantly increasing the skier’s balance; while 
the TZ in the tail makes the ski easy to disengage 
at the end of the turn.

Twin tip skis with Park camRock are designed 
specifically for the needs of the progressive park 
and pipe skier. 
Precision and grip for stable carving through the 
trany and oodles of POP/rebound for take-off and 
ollieing! 

Butter, ollie, arc, and fly - Park camRock
does it all!

Nordica’s camRock is the industry’s only fully evolved Rocker Technology. It combines the trusted benefits of CAMBER 
— stability at speed and precision on packed snow —  with the the enhanced flotation and steer-ability of ROCKER in 
specific blends to meet the needs of various skiing styles from the groomers to the park and pow. 

A moderate tip profile on our Frontside camRock 
skis make them extremely easy to initiate by 
engaging the sidecut in the beginning of the turn. 
A SL shape in the tip and a GS shape from waist 
back allows for a wide range of turn shapes from 
quick tight turns to long smooth arcs extending 
from one side of the trail to the other. No matter 
the arc you crave, the Frontside camRock will 
make it that much more enjoyable! 

MODERATE RACE PROFILE

FLEX
WHAT IS IT?
It is the amount of force required 
to flex the boot forward.

WHY WE MEASURE IT?
It determines the speed at which 
energy is transferred from the 
skier 
to the ski. The stiffer the boot the 
more precise the power delivery.

MEASURED IN:
Traditional flex.

PROGRESSION
WHAT IS IT?
Progression is the degree to which 
the stiffness increases through the 
range of the flex pattern.

WHY WE MEASURE IT?
Progression is specifically related to the 
type of skiing you will be doing whether 
it is skiing groomers, hitting the park or 
ripping GS turns on hard packed corduroy.

MEASURED IN:
Scale of zero to three.

WHAT IS IT?
Rebound is the speed at which the boot 
returns from a flexed position to it’s 
original unflexed position.  

WHY WE MEASURE IT?
Rebound is important because it 
determines the speed at which the skier 
will be ready to transition from one turn 
to the next.

MEASURED IN:
Low/Moderate/High

REBOUND

BLENDS

FLEX: Need a relatively stiff initial forward flex in order to rapidly transmit energy.
PROGRESSION: a moderate level of progresssion thatincreases in precision 
in the active phase of the turn.
REBOUND: a rapid rate of rebound that will allow the skier to transition 
from one turn to the next quickly.
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FIRE ARROW COLLECTION

FRONTSIDE DPC 
High performance skiers require:

ALL MOUNTAIN DPC 
All mountain skiers require:
FLEX: a moderate initial forward flex in order to ensure 
smooth power delivery to the ski.
PROGRESSION: a moderate level of progresssion that 
increases the precision in the active phase of the turn.    
REBOUND: requires a controlled rebound to ensure 
a smooth transition from one turn to the next.
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REBOUND

HELL & BACK COLLECTION

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

REBOUND

FREESKI DPC 
Freeskiers require:
FLEX: a buttery initial flex for easy ankle flexion.
PROGRESSION: a very high level of progression for 
maximum support in landing and flexing beyond 
normal range.
REBOUND: extremely quick rebound for better recovery.
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FLEX PROGRESSION

ACE COLLECTION
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REBOUND

TRANSFIRE COLLECTION

Utilizing the engineered Mechanical Advantage of our Fire Arrow, Transfire, Hell & Back and Ace Collections of boots, Nordica is 
able to blend the specific performance characteristics of flex, progression and rebound to create boots tailored to specific styles of skiing.
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